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ABSTRACT 
Claystofl.e,. carbonJ.ceou.s sh.ale,. :ugnltic shale, and lignite ;:;;.:.rmples 
were collected from western North Dakota for element analysis during 
May l 978, ,\p rU l 979, :m<l ,\ugus t 1979. LignlL e was col lee ted from the 
Sentlnel Butt.e Formatlon~~-Bagel lied (Oliver Bn<l McClean Lountie::;), 
Beulah-Zap Be<l (Mercer County), Lehigh Bed (Stark County)-- and from 
the Bullion Creek Fonnation--Harmon Bed (Bowman County). Clays tone 
samples were also collected from clay partings present in the Hngel 
Bed and Hannon Bed. Control samples were coLlected from an outcrop of 
the marine" lower mid<l.lc. Cannonball Formatlon (carbonaceous shale) south 
of Mandan, North Dakota and from an outcrop of the brackish oyster 
lignite and oyster bed {l ignitic shale.) of the Slope Formation north 
of MannUrth,s North DakLita"' 
The t:wmples· were analyzed for 24 major, minor, and tn.1cL: element~ 
using an Inductively Coupled Argon Plasma (lCAP) Spectrometer. 
Generally Cd and high concentrations of Na Ol:currcd at the top 0£ a 
seam. Conc<;!ntratlon:; of V and Zn w~re usually higher at the top and 
bottom of a seam, whereas other elements ~ere equally dispersed 
throughout the seam~ The position of high concentrations in ;:i SLnllll 
indicz-1te that: Cd and Na may be deposited by groundwater; that V and 
Zn may be influenced by groundwater; and that most of the other 
elements occur as the result of primary deposition~ 
The .five elements used to utternpt to differentiate between the 
Beult1h-Zap, Lehigh,, Hagel, and Hannon lleds wt::re As, Ba, Ca, Co, and 
Sr. Considering average values, it appellrs that the Beulah-Zap 
Be<l may be generally characterized by high concentrations of 
Ba (630 ppm) and As ( 170 ppm), moderate concentrations of Sr 
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(660 ppm), and low concentrations of Ca (0.5%) and Co (5 ppm). 
The Lehigh Bed may be characterized by high concentrations of Sr 
(1170 ppm), ll,1 (620 ppm), and Ca (0.9%) and moderate concentrations 
of As ( 110 ppm) ;ind Co (30 1>pm) • The Hagel !led may b<? characterized 
by low cone en trat ions of As ( 5 ppm) , Ba ( 290 ppm), and Sr (340 ppm) 
and a high com.:entration of Ca (0. 9%) and Go (170 ppm). The Harmon 
Bed is characterized by moderate concentrations of As (60 ppm), Ba 
(410 ppm), Ca (0.1%), and Co (40 ppm) and low concentrations of 
Sr (410 ppm). 
Elemental concentration may indicate relative rate of basin 
subsidence. The ltiglier the concentration the ::,lower the r.att:> o[ 
sub.sidenc.e.. A compari.sOo of lignlte.s from NorLh Dakota (Wi Li lston 
Basin) dIH.l coals from the Powder !Uver Basin ln<licate thal 
North Uako ta ligf1 J tus havt: a higher inorgan_i c: e 1<.."fnen t conc(.;!nl r;J lion. 
Therefore, the Wi 11.i::::: ton Basin may have subsided at ::i slower r.'lt,.: 
than the Puwdf.:.:r Hivcr tla!:>ln. 
Cr, Ga, NL, and V may be indicative of the salinity of the 
dcposi tioual enviroruncnt of a lignite~ The samples of the marine 
1uwer middle Cdnnonball Formation are higher in Cr, na, Ni, and V 
t!1.:1n c1rc t.:he samples of thi;:. hraL'.kish uy::::t(~r beJ (Slopt-! l.'ormatiu11) ~ 
Tlit: llarmon Lh.:<l (Bullion Creek Format ion) is higher Ln CJ·, Ca, NL, anU 
V than the oy.ster J.ignite (Slope Formation). Values for thet;:e 
elements fur the Beulah-Zap .:md llagel Bed ligniLLls (Scmtlntd Buttl: 
Furmatlon) arc Jrre;;gular. 
A luw K/Ll re1tlo for noncoali(ied materiul is indicative of ,;r 
h_igher i,aLinlty enviTonmt:.nt. The Beulah-Zap and Lehigh tit:ds had no 
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clay partings, so K./Li ratios could not b.e determined for these be<ls. 
Tl1v llarmon IJeJ ,111J uystL'.l. bc:J K./Li raLios arL' :-:;imiL-.1r, wherl':1:; the 
Hagel Bed K/Li ratio is two orders of magnitude higher than the 
oy8ter b<:!J, in<lic.:1ti.ng luwer sulinjty. 
INTRODUCTION 
Purpose 
The present :-:.tudy wa.=. undertaken to detl.?rmine i.f elemental chem-
istry can help in un<lerstanding the depositional environments of North 
Dakota Paleocene lignite-forming peat. A secondary purpose was Lo 
determine if trace elements can be used to differentiate between the 
sampled lignites. Sinc::e the lignites in tbe study area serve a~ 
aquifers, it was also deemed necessary to determine which clements 
are not mobilized by groundwater. 
Previous work 
Earlier coul researchers in North Dakota:t such aB liabcock (1899, 
1914), Brant (1943), Densen (19SO), Dove (1923), and Leonard (1906), 
were concerned primarily with coal rank, the areas of coal outcrop, 
and the extent of the coal reserves. Knowlton (1921) examined the 
plant material louu<l in lignitt: .:ind assoclatt.•<l sLrau.1 and idu11tiLiv<l 
it as poplar, oak, walnut, fig, elmt maple, birch, alder, dogwood, 
hickory, boxt:lder, buckhorn, viburnum, witch-hazel,, horse chestnut, 
bittersweet, ginkgo, conifers, cypress, and arbor vitae~ 
Later, lignite was studied as a material for emplacement of 
uranium (Den.sen 1950 an<l Moore 1954). Sinee 1970, the deposition..:il 
environments of North Dakota lignite and the Sentinel Butte and 
bullion Creek Formations have become an area of major study. 
Because of compleXitie,s and often unsatisfa12tory results associated 
with efforts to map the Cannonball and Tongue River Formation~, Clayton 
and others (1977) named the. Slope Formation for the sediments between 
the T Cross Bed of the Ludlow Formation and a white marker zone. They 
al.so gcive a new name, the Bullion Creek Formation, to what hnd been 
l 
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µrevioasly de.scribed in whole or in part as the Tongue River Formation. 
This stratigraphic nomenclature seems appropriate for this study. 
The:::refore,, this nomenclature is used in the discussion which follows. 
Roe (1949) said that Paleocene sediments were deposited cyclically. 
Royse (1967, 1970) stated that the Bullion Creek and Sentinel Butte 
Formations were deposited in a fluvial environment and several facies 
could be distinguished, including channel, floodplain, and backswamp. 
Jacob (1971) stated that the lignite sequences were deposited in a 
flood basin environment, whereas the remainder of the Bullion Creek 
was deposited on the lower subaerial portion of a high-constructive 
delta. 
Johnson (1972) studied the sedimcntology of the Sentinel Butte 
Formation along the north border of the North Unit of Theodore 
Roosevelt National Metnorlnl Park, untl stated that the ~ilt and clay 
grade. upward from natural levee and crevasse-splay deposits into 
highly bioturbat,;;d be<ls of clay and silt that are overlain by lignite. 
He interpreted these sediments as being flood basin deposits. Cherven 
(1975) studied the sedimentology of the Sentinel Butte Formation in 
and near the North Unit of the park, and suggested that the sediments 
Wt:re deposited ln a deltaic C:!llVironment. Kulland (l975) studied the 
S8ntinel Butte Formation (Hagel llcc.J and tlt:.::ulah-Zap intervaL3), anc.J 
interpreted the sediments as being deposited in a high-constructive 
delt;J. 
Rehbein ( t 978) s tu<lied the stratigraphy and sed-I1m.mtrllogy of the 
Ludlow, Bullion Creek, and Senti1H;l Butte Formations using SP, resis-
tivity, gamma-ray, lithology, and other logs. He ::itated that the 
Ludlow was deposited in a fluvial-deltaic environment, whereas the 
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Sentinel Butte and Bullion Creek Formations were deposited in a 
f luvial environ.-nent. 
In 1973, Cohen and Ting studied the petrology and palynology of 
North Dakota lig.nites and the peats of Okefenokee Swamp. They found 
that the two floras were similar and that North Dakota peats were 
deposited in an Okefenokee Swamp-type environment (backbarrier). 
Most trace element studies of North Dakota lignite have been 
performed by coal companies. Presently, the Grand Forks Energy Tech-
nology Center (DOE) is studying the chemi.stry of North Dakota lignites 
in relation to ash fouling of boilers. Baria (1975) studied the trace 
elements of North Dakota coal ash .. He determined the mean concentra-
tions of 62 trace elements in North Dakota lignite, and discussed 
whether the eL.:.mental concentrations in the gases and ash wer1:~ ,;...rithin 
the environmental limits of state and federal law. 
Casagrande (1976) studied trace elements in the peats of Okefeno-
kee Swamp to dt~termine if trace element concentration varied from the 
top to the bottom of the swamp. He found no variation, but clid find 
that peats formed at the edges of the basin were generally higher in 
trace elements than those formed in the center. He also found that the 
mean concentration of trace elements for peat was approximately the 
same as for coal~ 
Horne and others (1977) studied coals of the eastern United States 
and found that high sulfur concentration indicates marine-influenced 
deposit.toual environments .. 
Frazier (1978) studied BTU values, ash content, specific gravity, 
and sulfur content of lignite from Texas and suggested that ]ow ash 
(12.2%t 3.3%), moderate sulfur (1.4 ! 0.07%), and high BTU values (11,000-
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12,000) indicate li.gnite deposited in a marine-influenced 
en\!ironment. A higher ash content (13.8%± 5.6%), low sulfur (1.0%t 
0.4%), and low to moderate BTU values, and/or stumps in growth position 
indicate deposition in a freshwater environment. 
Glu.skuter and othei-.s (1977) studied 60 major, minor, and trace 
elements in coal to determine organic or inorganic affinities. They 
determined that in general1a in Illinois coal Be, B" Sb, and Ge have 
organic affinities with Ge having the greatest affinity; Zn, Cd, Mn, 
As, Mo, and Fe have inorganic associations, and a number of metals, 
including Cn, Cu, Cr> and Se, are associated with both the organic illld 
inorganic fraction. When the tests were expanded to include coals 
in the western and southern coal regions Be, Ge; and B were found to 
still have organic affinities, but only As retained a strong associa-
tion with the in?rganic fraction. 
Drever and otilc;rs (1977) analyzed coal from Wyoming for As, Ile, 
Cd, Cu, Hg, Pb, and U. They found that As. Be, Cd, Cu, and U were 
enriched at the top and bottom of coal beds, as well as in tht.}. adjacent 
sediment~ This enrichment led them to believe that these elements 
were deposited by groundwater. 
Bonatti and others (1971) studied the post-depositional mobility 
of Mn, Ni, Co, and Cr in salt marshes. They concluded that redox 
reactions can account for metal mobility, and that Fe and Cu di.d not 
migrate because of sulfide in the reduced sediments. 
Bhate (1972) analyzed sa1uples for Fe, Mn, Zn, Ca, Co, Ni, and llg 
from two salL marshes south of SavannJh, Georgia. He found the Fe 
is tied up with the sulfide fraction, Mn is either adsorbed by the 
plants or deposited in the insoluble MnO form, the marsh acts as a 
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sink for Zn, and that the Cu, Co, and Ni- concentrations are <lue to 
t'.e<limentation. 
Nicholls (1968) studied trace element content in coal ash from 
throughout the world, and suggested that As, B, Cr, Cu, Ga, Ni, and 
V are concentrated in 1narine shales and marine coals. 
Lu cation 
Most of the samples for this study were collected from the 
following surface mines in southwestern North Dakota (fig. 1): Center 
(Oliver County), Glenharold (Mercer County), Falkirk (McClean County), 
South Beulah (Mercer County), Husky Industries (Stark County), and 
Gascoyne (Bu'Wlllan County). Cuntrol samples from the mar i.nc. lower 
middle Cannonball Formation were taken from an outcrop overlooking the 
Missouri River south of Mandnn (NE\NW!4 sec. 13, T. 138 N .• I{. 81 W.) 
and from the brack.ish Slupe Funuation from an outcrop overlooking the 
Little Hi ssouri River north uf Mannar th (NW!z;. sec. 15, SW\. sec. 10, 
T. 105 N., lL 136 W.). 
Geologic Setting 
1'he stratigra1Jhic seque11ce in thl! study ~1rea is sht,~l i11 figure 2. 
The coLLection sites, with the exception of the Husky Industries and 
Cascuyne mines and Lhe MarmaL-th and Mandan sites, are i.n th(~ Knife 
J{iver Basin of North Dakota. The stratigraphy uf the Knite Rlver 
Ba.sin has been extensively studied and is well understood; the follow-
ing description uf the stratigraphic units in the Knife River Basin is 
from Groenewold and others (1979). 
The Quarternary sediments in the Knife River Ilasin are within the 
thin (6-m) Holocene. Oahe and Pleistocene Coleharbor Formations. consist-
ing of clay, silt, sand, and gravel. At most of the study sites the 
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Figure l. Location map of ,:;tudy area. x= sampled open pit 
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Figure 2. Generalized stratigraµhic sequence of the bedrock 
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gldcLal sediments eithe.r do not. occur (Gascoyne, Husky Industries, and 
Y1,-.tr111arth) or ar,, Lhin (Soul:h ]kuL2h, Baukol-Noonan, and Clenlwrold). 
At the Fa'\k_i.rk Mlu'-', Lnic.1< glacial deposits ov~rlie the lignite bear-
lng se:.:<l illlcnt.: s. 
'l'he Golden Valley Formation occurs as erosional remnants. It 
consists of the upper y<.:::llow brawn Camel::; Butte Member and the lower, 
highly wcatlH.".rL•<l grey to orange Bear Den Member~ The Colden Vallt~y L:-, 
69 m Lhic:k and consists of int<:.rbe<lded sand, silt., and clay with 
obvit)us c.rossbedding. tloth members contain lignite .. 
l'he Sentintd l~uttc· F'orr.1atlon consit,tS of interbeddeJ, somber gray-
brown silt, clay, sand, and lignite, It is 150-165 m thick. All the 
major lignites in the Sentinel Butte have been named (fig. 3). 
The Bullion Cr1..~ek Formation is 75 m thick in the eastern and 
210 m t.hi.ck in tlw Wt'Stet~n part of the Knife River Basin. The forma-
Li.on Js diLh;i-e11L inted Lrorn the overlying ScntincJ Duttt:· Funn;tL1on b_y 
lLs ycllowisli color. 
Th.'.:: drab brownish gray Slope 1''ormation is 90 m thlc.k in its type 
area and probably thtns tu Om in Mcclean County (Clayton and others, 
1977). lt con;,Lstf> o[ \~lay, silt, sand, un<l Lignite. A porthm o[ 
Uw SliJfH.:: Formation nortl1 of Mann.Jeth consists of the oyster lignite 
unu c;yster bed. The oyi;;ter bed is a carbonai.:eous to ligni t le shalt': and 
L":> un<leclain by th..: oyster lignite. The following fossils have be.en 
identified by Van Alstine (L974) from the oyster bed: tl,e biv.,lvcs 
C5-1rhicula. herthuud1 Whj_ te?, Corbula subt r ~>nd1:is {Meek and Hnyd1...:n) ~ 
cmd CruBsostrea ~labra {Meek and Hayden), and the trace fossi-1 Ophio-
~~1:?_rphu. Tht! bi valves indicate depos1 tion in a brackish environment:. 
The Cannonball Formation south of Mandan consiscs Gf sandstone, 
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Figure 3. Generalized stratigraphic sequence of the upper 
section of the Sentinel Butte Formation (after 
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mudstone, und a lens of carbonaceous shale. From the Cannonball 
Forrnution I.tenner ( l976) iJeseribed a foraminiferid fauna indicatin,B 
a marine enviromnent~ 
Methods 
Samples were collected from the Hagel Bed (Sentinel But.:Le Forma-
tion) at the Cent"r, Falki.rk, and Glenharold Mines; the Be.ulah-Zap 
Bed (Sentinel Butte Formation) at the South Beulah mine; the Har-
mon B~<l (Bullion Crl·!ek Format ion) at the Gascoyne Mine; an outcrop of 
th;; oyster bed and oyste,r lignite (Slope Fonnation) north of Marmarth; 
,1nd from an outcrop uf tlw low0r middle c.,.muonball FornwLiun :-.outh oi 
Mandan.. Oxidized material was cleared away with a shovel and pick ax 
from the top., middle, and bottom of each seam., and if a clay pa-rting 
was present samples were collecte.d from the parting .. Approximately 2 
kg of unuxldiz1:~t.1 sample was collected, placed ln a pL:1stic bag nn<l 
seal.:.:<l \.J.iLh a twist-Uc~ At eat:h mlne thiB proce<lure wds rc 11L~utc·d 
lc1terally throughout the seam at 30 m intervals in the smaller mineH 
and up lo 100 m lnterv;:lls at the larger mineH. Thtse s~pl'-'-;:;; w...,,.re 
colll.:!cted in a rigid gr id system so that no one ft•ature sueh as frac-
tures, .sLwup;:;, vc ;,.lifferc~nct..:b in overlying st:diment~ would be uv(<:r-
n.::presen ted. 
Eacl1 of the Slope and Cannonball samples were collected at only 
one location~ Each sample was pLu..:ed in a plastic bug .Jnd frozen until 
-Lt was t)repared lar analysis. 
A represeutZ.Ltive pure.ion of each sample was obc..1ined by coning 
and quartering. This portion was weighetl and dried ilt .120°C for eight 
hours to determine the moisture content. The sample was further 
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sub<li vi<letl; one subsample. was «1shl.:'d, anot.her w.a::; used for tr.ace element 
Dnal v~ds. and the 1·emain<ler wa.s set a.side for roicrofossil stu<ly. 
Fur chemical analysis. each samplG was ground to less than 150 
mesi1.. A 0~ l g sqmple was digested in a Teflon Parr bomb u.sing standard 
digestion methods as described by Harstein, freedman, .and Platter 
(1973) and used by the Grand Forks Energy Technology Center, To 
digest the lignite, t.h€:. fuming nitric acid (90%) treatment was 
increased to 18 hours and the hydrofluoric ac:id (analyti,:cal grade) was 
Laereased to 10 hours. Boric acJ<l was .added t.o stabilize the solution . 
.A control of fuming nitrlc acid, hydrofluoric acid, boric acid, and 
distilled war.er was also analyzed .aud used a:-; a correction factor~ 
Each sample was analyzt:<l fur aluminum (Al)" arsenic (As), b.Jr.ium 
(Ba), b,0 ry.llium (Be), calcium (Ca), cadmium (Cd), cobalt (Co), chromium 
(Cr), copper (Cu.), inm (Fe), gallium (Ca), potassiwn (K), 1ilhium 
(Li). maI;nesi.um (Mg), mangunese (Mn), sodium (Na), nickel (Ni),. sili...:on 
(Si)~ slruntium (Sr), tellurium (Te), uranlrnH (U), V<HtaJ'ium (V) ~ %LIIL'. 
(Zn), an<l phosphorous (1))., using an Inductively Coupled Argon Plasma 
(J.CAl') SpeccroJut!ter* 
For the :nicr,1fost1il study, the s:lmples wen.: soaked in 1,,,,r;i tt•r anJ 
:;i~vt:rl tlrtough d 200 m(•sh sieve: an<l ,nJ lowed Lo <l1·y. lh:pf'c,'."·W!\Lat ivt• 
I ig11itu samplt,;S w.:..:rc: sL'"arch,__,<l Cur non-lignitize<l fl)SsiJs using. ;i 
binocular micru,;.:upe at 350 powe.r. 
T.J further underst1ln<l the elementnl relationships s<'V>'r.:1] 
st.:~tlstical prngrams were. run using the Stat'istJcaJ An:_ilyhi~; Systv10 
(SAS) P:1ckage l'rogram. Symbol Mapping (SYMAP) was used Lo portray the, 
<li:Hr-lbution of trace elements in· the highw.all. The 8Lu<lent'R t 




The results uf the chemical analyses of 102 lignite, lignitlc 
~ h.a le, c:.irbonacuous s h..i le, and clays tone s,:1mples .are given in 1'ab les 
1 and 2~ All lignite analyse.!:.'> are given on the '\;hole coal" basts 
and not as a percentage of ash~ The r:oruplete chemical analyses for 
the rua:jor. minor, ;1n<l trace elemt:uts of the samples can be fnund in 
Append ix I • 
The mean, m,:rx imum, and minim.um values for a selected group of 
major, minor, .and trace elements were plotted (flgs. 4 anJ ~) ::.o 
that four samµled beds might be differentiated. 
from the tab.les .and f igurc:.s ,.J number of observations can bL~ made; 
1 .. The tcstt.:tl Sentinel Butte lignitt:s (Beulah-Zap, Lchit!h, ..ind 
f-la;~el Beds)., tlie Bullion Creek 11:inite (Harru, .. m .Bed), aud the sarnp t1:~.s 
fron, tht.• Slope a~1d Caunonb,.d] Forumli(ms have values hel<lw tht:.: C] arkL· 
value (Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 1972-197)) for the major 
and ml.nor ch:roent..:s Al,. Ft.:, K, Mg, Na, anc.l Si. 
2. Th,:: alumlnun1 c.ontent in the sampled Sentinel Bui.:te lignites 
Ls 0.1 tc. 0 .. 01 r.hat of tl1e Clarke v.ilue of 81300 ppm (avcr;1t~"-: A] t:1H11-
~i0Bit.lun of L'!<lrth 's crust). fhe mean Al concentration of Lht."': Sent incl. 
Butte i:; vari<.,ble with the Lehigh Bed having Ll1e lea::-;t. Al (7560 ppm) 
<-Hte..l tbt: H.Jgel Hed l:avlng Ll1e moBt (20530 ppm)~ The Harmon bed 
(Bullion Crei~k l<'()rnut.iun) is higher in Al than m0st of thi: overlyir.g 
8(~11tlnel !".uttt-'. Formation lignites~ The l\l content t.1ppi.,,i;1r,, to g~n,.:L1liy 
.:1nalyses of tlw sample:;; r;btained fr0m Lhe. Bullion Cn:!Ck (13680 ppm), 
S u,pe (26810 !)pm), <11id Cannrmbal.1 (50280 ppm) Format.ions. 
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Tablet. Average, maximum, and minimum 1Uajor an<l minor element 
content (ppm) of the sampled beds. 
Al Ca 














































SI ope Fonua ti.on 
oystgr lignite and 
M<:an 26810 
Max Lmum lg2 1550 
cy:l 55550 













Cannonba l.l Furi:1at ion 
Low,.>i:- Midd] t: Caw1nnbu 11 (n;;:;:c2) 
M<!<11/+ 50280 J5860 
M,udmum 58870 44130 

















































Clay pact.ingf: u~:;L!<l in <letermi.ning n:11::an 
2 lg - Ll;sni te 
J cy = Cl.'1yslone 












































































Tctb}.c· 2, ,\verabt:'~ ;uaximum, and minimum trace elriment content (ppm) of the sampled beds. 
As lla Be CJ Co Cr Cu GA Li ?-ln Ni. Sr 1e i: r Zn p 
Beuloh-Zap (n=l9) 
mean 170 630 - 10 5 70 190 20 160 3 660 - 100 120 
maximum 450 1400 - 90 40 530 3050 - 10 1470 30 1170 - - 950 1040 
minimum 0 160 - - - 0 - - - 0 - 50 
Lehigh (n=lO) 
mean llO 620 10 30 70 0 - 3 70 0 1170 5 - 50 300 
maximum 250 1610 60 150 390 0 - 20 160 5 5810 50 - 510 650 
minimum 0 20 - - - 0 0 0 0 - 390 - - - 110 
Hagel (n=20) 
mean* s 290 0 10 170 80 10 - 20 40 20 340 - 0 30 130 1220 
maximum 60 570 5 40 2140 170 50 - 80 80 180 810 - s 40 730 5900 
ey 0 760 - 40 110 450 50 - 30 180 20 200 - - 220 210 
minimum lg - 20 - - - 0 0 - 0 0 - 5 - - 0 
c.:y 0 270 - - - 0 0 - 10 0 - 20 - - 0 0 
Harmon (n=29) 
mean* 60 410 0 20 40 60 1 30 20 180 20 410 5 - 80 150 
maximum lg 410 5520 20 130 460 470 5 80 90 2060 100 940 - - 280 890 
cy 300 380 - 80 190 270 20 410 110 900 370 910 120 - 700 800 
minimum lg - - - - 0 0 - 0 0 - 310 
cy - 50 - - - 0 0 - 10 0 - JO 
oyster lignite and oyster bed ) 
mean~'r 3 220 - 10 290 80 40 160 20 110 so 220 - 80 50 440 1700 
maximum lg 10 10 - 10 100 40 20 - 10 50 10 820 - - 10 70 4960 
Cy - 440 - 40 650 120 80 290 40 280 190 280 - 380 100 1560 1060 
minimum lg 10 10 - - 40 40 20 - 10 40 - 10 - - 10 20 3820 
cy - 17 0 - - 130 50 40 160 20 20 10 40 - - 30 150 
Low~r middle Canncn!,all (nz2) 
:ncan,'t - 780 s 520 140 40 240 40 220 60 2560 - 20 100 220 
:na::imum - 1130 - 10 600 180 .:io 260 40 250 90 4860 - 50 110 240 
minimum - 430 - - 450 90 40 210 30 190 30 250 - - 100 190 
1, Clavstone an~lyse:1;, included in calculations -Indicates cuncE•ntratlon is below detect.ion limit of 
lv 
0 Lignit~ ICAP 
cy::;; Claystone 
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Figure 4. Representation of concentrations of 
Al, Cat Fe, K, Mg, and Na, in percent 
for the four sampled lignites. 
The points represent the minimum, 
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Figure 4 continued 
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Figure 5. Logarithmic representation of concentrations of 
As, Bat Co, Mn, Sr. and Zn, in ppm, for the four 
sampled lignites. 
The points represent the minimum, 
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3~ Kand Si generally increa.se <lownward through the section 
(Table 1) with the Beulah-Zap Bed being greatly depleted in K. 
4. Cu content in the sampled Sentinel Butte shows a do-wnward 
inL"rcase, with tii,· lkuluh-Zap Bed having 5850 ppm and the: Hag,;.~l Bud 
!1..::v.ing 9]70 ppm. '!.'lie !lanuon HeJ (Bullion CrLiek 1•'ormation) lwH le:::,n 
Ca than the Hagel and Le.high Beds. The Slope and lower middle Cannon-
bal 1 Fonuations are highest in Ca. 
5. A comparison bctwe.zm the sampled beds indicates that: the 
Jverage Na content is ~imllar (Beulah-Z;ip 4470 ppm, Lehigh 4110 ppm, 
11.;Jgi.;'l 3840 ppm, H~-1rmun 2L90 ppm, Slupe FtJrmaLl1)n 3500 ppm, low\:r 
middle Cannonball 5220 ppru). 
6. Tl1e av~r<-1.,ge tr.:tce element content of the studied St::l!ttons 
when compnred with the earth crust's average trace element composition 
cdn be divideJ into four major groups: those at least one ord"-'r of 
utd.gni.tuJc highe1~ Utan the corresponding Clai:ke value, tho.st.~ si.mi Lnr 
to the corresponding Clarke value., those less than the corrcspnn<linH 
CL1rl~ .. · value, anJ tl1osl.'. tlwt ;J1·e variab1c-: .. 
ba. As and Cd cuntent of tbe ti..!Sled b1.:;ds i:,; generally at L.:asL 
,H1(: unlL'f' of m,:.1gniLm.lc: higher Lhau their C1arkt~ valu~Sa~ l\s, huW('V'-!r,. 
ap1.)e::n:s to be Jess ..:oncentrated as the clay content ini.:reaset:>~ 
Tbe Clarke value. uf 0~15 ppm for Cd is 0 .. 1 to 0.01 thal of tll1..· c0n-
ceutralion ot <:d iu the ligniteo. The Beulah-Z.:1p Bed h.:Js UH· 
higilc.~st aver,:;igl;:! At~ c..:mt:ent (170 ppm), whereas none wa:.; detoc.t0d ln 
d1e lower miJJle Cannonball Formation. The Harmon Bl:!d has the h.iglw::.t 
Cd cont1..--'nt (20 ppm) .and the lower roi<ldle Cannonball has tlte luw(;sl 
,5 ppm). 
ob. Cr • .G,1, V, ,1nd Zn h.:.1ve approximately Ll1c: s.:1rne corn .. :vntrat Lon 
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in ligntte dS in the c:art.h's crust~ fn- gener,.d, the Slope Ponnution 
11as che highest average Zn eontent und the Beulah-Zap and till:! Hagel 
bed;.:> hav(; the lowest. The lower mid<lle Cannonball Formation has the 
highest averag(:' lla content and the Slope Formation has the lowest:. 
6c. Th1..t average M11 content o( the .si...udied lignite beds was 
at least one order of magnitude lower than the Clarke value. 
6d. Co, Li, Nl, aud Sr content in the studied lignite beds 
are either greater than or less than their Clarke values. 
7. The clay partings found it1 th;, Hagel Bed, HaI1Uon Beu, and 
sampled Slope Formation are generally higher in the major and minor 
eleri.ents un well tis :in Ha, Cu, (;.:i, Li., and V than the ~1ucruund Lnt~ 
Llgn-it.:::."::> (Tables l ~n1d 2). Cr, Mn., Ni, and Z11 are usually higher ln 
the clay partings~ 
8. Cd 1..H~cars .Jt the top of a seam except where Cd is hi.ghly 
cimcentT.JLed --tt. ttie top, it also occurs lower in the seam (Fl.g. b). 
Cd alSti •>u:ur,;; in tlit: cluy parting and ln the llgnite dir;:;;ct.ly beJ.ow 
a eL1y parting. 
':J. TllL~ lt:ighest c.once11tratio1u: of Na found in a .se~m ,1lgo tt.:nU 
Lu u12cur at the top of a seam~ 
10. Tlll: highest c.ont.:.t::ntl:atiuns of V an<l :Zn generally L('Hd to 
nccur al Llk: tup 1 in clay partingn) JHd at tltl~ bt>ttom of ;J seam. ln 
contrast: Al. 't As~ lla,. Ca, Co, Cr, Fe, K, Li., Mg, Mn, Ni, Si,. ;Hu.1 Sr 
a;:i-: C.Jlldow.ly t.1 L~persl~<l Lhroughuut a t::H2am (fl.g. 6). 
ll. Be, ila, U, To.:!, and P were found only in u few sample::; so 
nu conc1us:ion can be Jr.:.n-m as to their occurrence in a ,:.;eam.~ 
J~. Nu th.m-1it~niti2e.d macrofussL:s or microhrnsils wen.• rnund in 






Concentration of Cd .. V, and Sr within the 
Hagl~1 Bed (Center Mine .. locations l and 3) 7 
Reul ah-Zap .Bed (South lleulah Mint~, locatl.0110 
] and 5), llarmun. Hed (Ga!c\coyn1._: Mini::, locat.ion;:; 
l an<l 3). am! Lehigh Bed (1-!usky lnJustr ies 
Mine, locations l and 3). Each highwall is 
rot.ate<l clockwise to a horizontal position. 
Tia, <lut.s in vdch struti~raph Ic 1...:olwun repn:sent 
sample po!>itions in eacl, b~~d. A ;::: V 
euncentration.s, • = C<l concentrations, 
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Zubovic and others (1961) .suggt.:sted that As, Be, Sr; Ca, and Co 
may be useful in difterentlating between the various lignite beds in 
th,:: Sentinel Butte and Bullion Creek Fonnations. Working with the 
.:1:~vumptiun thal n. group of 1._dcrn1.._•ut~;; w-.'.18 nce<led tu differentiate be-
tween bt>ds an<l the stratigraphic and chemical data from this study, it 
appears possible tc1 differentiate bt;:twee.n the Beulah-Zap, Lehigh, 
Hagel, and Harmon Bed:::; using As, Ba, Sr, Ca, and Co. 'From figures 
Lf and 5 it appears that the Beulah-Zap Be<l is characterized by high 
cunct:·1).trations of Ba (630 ppm) and A,.; (170 ppm), modcratt..i concentra-
tions of Sr (660 ppm) and low concentrations of Ca (0.5%) anLl Co 
(5 ppm). The Lebigh .Bed is cnaracterized by high concentrations o.t 
Sr (I l70 ppm), ])a (620 ppm), and Ca (0.9%) nnd moderate c,rnce,1tration~ 
of' Ar, {110 ppm) and Cu (JO ppm). 'l'lle Hagel Bed ts char.u,.:t;.?rized by 
low L-:oncentratious of As (5 ppm), J\a (290 ppm), and Sr (]40 !'Pm) tmd 
a high l'onc.e.ntr11Ut>n l)f Ca (0.9%) and Co {170 ppm). The. Harmc,n Bc:d 
i0 d1i-ln1ct~r·izetl by a mnderat~ l-Oocentration of As (60 ppm). na 
(410 ppm), Cu (O. 7%), and Cv (40 ppm) and low co11centr;1tion::.; ~:,f 
Sr (L,10 l'Pm). 
C.:ialif ication, groundwater movement, rate of subsi<let11:1.;: of the 
N \ 11.ist.on Ba:-; Ln, source area, and depositional environment arc al i 
f ilc tun; contributing to the chemica L compo;;:,i tion of North lJakota 
Jignit1c.:s~ 1'liruuglwut the coalificatiou process organi..: wolecule.s 
( l ignins nr hu111Lc acids) were rearranged to form coal, :-int.l sdme 
elenH..:nts (Na, K, .'ig) were. mobilized (Zubovlc and others 1961). ll!c 
:1H..,lillization of these elements make them undesirable for use in 
ch.::.t0rmining sour-ct:: area,. or rate of subsidence of the basin .. Tt ""1 y 
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Table 3. Comparison of the trace element content(%) of the ash 
of trees, peat, and coal 
Be Co Cr Cu Ni V Zn 
Trees (USGS)l 0.1 0.7 7,5 12.3 7.1 15 37,4 
Minnies Lake Peat2 8 18 19,5 4 130 
Chesser Prairie Peat:3 8 23 30.5 3 14.5 
North Dakota Coa14 0.8 0.9 11. 6 4.6 4.6 6.6 2.3 
Wyoming Coal4 0.3 2.3 12,3 11. 7 6.6 21.1 9.3 
Montana Coa14 2.1 8.2 8,5 J.2 2.4 7. 7 2.5 
1 Zubovic and others (1961), 
2 Okefenokee Swamp, Charlton County, Georgia; Casagrande and 
others (1976). 
3 Okefenokee Swamp, Ware County, Georgia; Casagrande and 
others (1976). 
4 Gluskoter and others (1977). 
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be possible to use these elements as indicators in non-lignitized sed-
iments. A comparison of tree, peat, and lignite ash composition 
suggests, that in most cases, the composition of the tree ash is 
similar to the composition of peat, lignite, and coal ash (Table 3), 
The difference of two to three times between materials is of small 
consequence, and can be due somewhat to differences in accuracy of the 
instruments used. The data seem to suggest that Be, Co, Cr, Cu, Ni, 
V, and Zn are not released during coalification, thus these elements, 
if unaffected by groundwater, may be used as chemical indicators. The 
lignites in the Knife River Basin are highly fractured, allowing water 
to move through them faster than through the silty clays and clayey 
silts above and below the lignites. The water passing through the 
lignites can transport large quantities of dissolved solids making 
it necessary to determine if any of the elements analyzed are being 
affected by groundwater. In general, water enters the lignites from 
above and discharges into the sediments below. 
In the mine pits the author visited, the overlying sediments, with 
the exception of the southern end of a South Beulah Mine pit, are 
usually silty clay or clayey silt. At South Beulah, a portion of the 
lignite was overlain by sandy gravel channel sediments. These sedi-
ments discharge more water into the lignite than the clayey silts and 
silty clays, and could cause concentration or depletion of elements 
affected by groundwater movement in the Beulah-Zap lignite. Cd and Mg 
appear to be more concentrated in the lignite directly underlying the 
sandy gravel (fig. 7) than in the lignite underlying the silty clays or 
clayey silts and the Student's t test suggests the difference is 
statistically significant at the 99% and 90% level, respectively. 
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Figure 7. Concentration of Cd in the highwall of the South 
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Table 4. Average major, minor~ and trace element content, in parts per 
million, of North Dakota lignites aod Wyoming and Montana 
subbicuminous coal. 
North Dakota Wyomingl Montanal 
Beulah-Zap2 Lehigh2 Hagel2 Harmon3 
Al 11530 7560 20530 13680 70 9860 
As 170 110 5 60 1 2 
Ba 630 620 620 410 840 340 
Be 0 0.3 
Ga 5850 9350 9370 6780 21750 2 
Gd 10 10 10 20 
Co 5 30 170 40 18280 2 
Cr 70 70 80 60 10 10 
Cu 190 0 10 l 10 10 
Fe 8570 2800 16040 4470 4000 5560 
Ga 30 l 2 
K 160 220 5320 4470 100 790 
Li 20 3 20 20 
Mg 4460 4500 4810 49600 20 1340 
Mn 160 70 40 180 60 70 
Na 4470 4110 3840 2290 1420 1060 
Ni 3 0 20 20 2 5 
Si 6070 16960 72760 85560 8350 18680 
Sr 660 1170 340 410 330 190 
V 100 so 30 80 10 20 
Zn 120 300 130 150 3 10 
1 Gluskoter and others (1977). 
2 Sentinel Butte Formation. 
Values are rounded. 
3 Bullion Creek Formation. 
! I 
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Using analyses of North Dakota water above and within a lignite 
(Appendix 2) it is possible to determine the activities of the dis-
solved solids using the following equations: 
Activity ([ J) is equal to the concentration multiplied by the 
activity coefficient ( '/{) (A 't a(AJ). The activity coefficient is 
determined from the Davies equation (Krauskopf, 1967): 
where A depends on the dielectric constant and temperature (at 10°c, 
the temperature of North Dakota groundwater, A is 0.4979), z is the 
ionic charge, and I is the ionic strength and is equal to: 
I= kfc-z,2 
"• 1 1 
where ci = moles/liter. 
cd2+ decreased from an activity of 9.88 x 10-5 in the overburden 
to 9.79 x 10-7 in"the lignite, indicating Cd may be precipitated in 
the lignite. 
The process of Cd deposition may be explained by adsorption or 
precipitation. A radical change in Eh at the boundary between the 
lignite and overburden could cause the deposition of Cd and other 
groundwater-influenced elements. The change in Eh may create a Cd 
redox reaction, decreasing Cd solubility and causing precipitation. 
Cd2+ is the predolllinant ion in freshwater under most Eh-pH conditions 
(fig, 8) (Gong and others 1978). Only under reducing conditions does 
Cd2+ change to Cd or Cd$. In natural waters of 18oc, cd2+ is saturated 
(10-7) and the CdS solubility product is 3.6 x 10-29, therefore, Cd2+ 
is 22 times more soluble then CdS. Cd$ will precipitate in the lig-
nite if there is enough S. 
Gong and others (1978) also found that Cd is strongly adsorbed 





diagram for Cd in freshwater. Pco3 = 
total sulfur= 10-4 moles/liter, and 
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by carbon. A combination of adsorption and precipitation of Cd from 
the groundwater probably accounts for the Cd concentration at the top 
of the studied lignite beds. 
Zubovic and others (1961) theorized that volcanics to the west 
served as the source area for Paleocene Fort Union sediments. The 
Antelope orogeny produced large quantities of andesitic, dacitic, and 
some rhyolitic magmas that later contributed sediments to the Fort 
Union. Zubovic and others (1961) believed that the chemistry of Fort 
Union sediments best resembled the chemistry of a silicic source area 
(fig. 9). 
Horne and others (1977) and Casagrande and others (1976) have 
suggested that the concentrations of trace elements could indicate 
how rapidly a basin of accwnulation subsided. A rapidly subsiding 
basin would be characterized by a lower trace element concentration 
than that of a slowly subsiding basin. The three sampled lignites from 
the Sentinel Butte Formation and the one sampled lignite from the 
Bullion Creek Formation generally have the same Al, Ba, Ca, Fe, K, Mg, 
Na, Ni, Si, Sr, and V content as the subbituminous coals from the 
Fort Union Group in Montana and Wyoming (Table 4). The sampled North 
Dukota lignites are significantly higher in As (99% level), Co (95% 
level), Cr (99% level), Ga (75% level), Mn (75-90% level), and Zn 
(99% level) than the coals from either Montana or Wyoming. This 
suggests that the Williston Basin may have subsided at a slower rate 
than the Powder River Basin. 
The depositional environment during sedimentation affects the 
trace element chemistry of the sediments. Nicholls (1968) stated that 








Figure 9~ Comparison of the minor-element content of coal 
ash with the minor element content of different 
rock types (numbers are the ratio of the element 
in the sample to the average abundance of the 
element in the earth's crust). After Zubovic 
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than in fresh water rocks. Using these.elements as depositional 
environment indicators, it was found that the brackish mudstone 
of the Slope Formation is lower in Cr, Ga, Ni, and V than the 
marine mudstone of the lower middle Cannonball Formation and is 
statistically significant at the 60-95% level (low sample number may 
account for the somewhat low significance). The mudstone of the 
Slope Formation is significantly higher in Cr, Cu, and Ga (99% level) 
than either the mudstone from the Hagel Bed (Sentinel Butte Formation) 
or Harmon Bed (Bullion Creek Formation). 
The brackish oyster lignite of the Slope Formation was selected 
as the standard. The values of Cr, Cu, Ga, Ni, and V can be found in 
Appendix l. A comparison of the values of the Harmon Bed with those 
of the oyster lignite shows that the Harmon Bed is statistically 
higher in Cr, Ga, Ni, and V (70-99% level). The Hagel Bed is sig-
nificantly (92-99% level) lower in Cr, Ga, Ni, and V than the 
brackish oyster lignite, suggesting that the Ragel Bed was deposited 
in a depositional environment different from the oyster lignite. 
The Harmon Bed was significantly (90-99% level) higher in Cr, Ga, 
and V than the Hagel Bed suggesting the Harmon Bed was deposited in 
water of higher salinity. The statistical data for Cr, Ga, Ni, and 
V was variable for the Beulah-Zap Bed and Lehigh Bed. 
The K/Li ratio may be a salinity indicator (Yudina 1977); a low 
K/Li ratio indicates a higher salinity environment. Since K is 
given off during coalification, this test can only be applied to non-
lignitized sediments. The K/Li ratio of the oyster bed (rnudstone) 
(0.1-5.0) and the Harmon Bed (shale parting) (O.l-3.0) are similar, 
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whereas the K/Li ratio of the Hagel Bed (600-2000 for a shale parting) 
is 2-3 orders of magnitude higher. These ratios suggest that the 
oyster bed and the Harmon Bed were deposited in envirotl.1llents of similar 
salinity, whereas the Hagel Bed was deposited in an environment of 
lower salinity. No conclusion can be drawn about the Beulah-Zap and 
Lehigh Beds since no clay partings were present. 
The chemical evidence (Cr, Ga, Ni, and V) indicates that the 
Harmon Bed was deposited in a more saline environment than the oyster 
lignite, whereas the K/Li ratios indicate a salinity similar to that 
of tt,e oyster bed. A number of possibilities could account for this 
apparent inconsistency. The control group, since they were only 
sampled at one site at each location, may not be entirely typical 
of that formation A larger sample number might indicate if this is 
a problem. The oyster bed (claystone) and oyster lignite are two 
different beds of the Slope Formation. It may be possible that the 
salinity of the formation varied. Possibly the oyster lignite was 
deposited in a less saline environment than the oyster bed. 
Little is known about the non-lignitized fossils found in the 
lignites from the Sentinel Butte and Bullion Creek Formations. There 
have, however~ been a considerable nwnber of accounts of freshwater 
fauna found in the associated strata of the Sentinel Butte and 
Bullion Creek Formations. The Harmon Bed, if it is brackish, should 
have brackish fossils associated with it. To date, no brackish 






1. The local recharge and, discharge areas of North Dakota cause 
the lignites to be recharged from the top. Evidence from South Beulah 
Mine, chemical analysis of North Dakota groundwater, and positions of 
chemical concentrations in a seam, indicate that Na and Cd are being 
deposited by groundwater. V and Zn concentrations may be influenced by 
groundwater, whereas Al, As, Ba, Ca, Co, Cr, Cu, Fe, Ga, Li, Mn, Ni, 
Si, and Sr are probably primarily deposited. Be, Te, U, and p' were 
detected in only a few samples so no generalization as to their occur-
rence can be made. 
2, It may be possible to distinguish between stratigraphic units 
using a nUlllber of elements. As, Ba, Sr, Ca, and Co appear to be the 
most useful elements in distinguishing between beds considering average 
values, it appears that the Beulah-Zap Bed is characterized by high 
concentrations of Ba (630 ppm) and As (170 ppm), moderate concentrations 
of Sr (660 ppm), and low concentrations of Ca (0.5%) and Co (5 ppm). 
The Lehigh Bed may be characterized by high concentrations of Sr (1170 
ppm), Ba (620 ppm), and Ca (0.9%) and moderate concentrations of As 
(110 ppm), and Co (30 ppm), The Hagel Bed may be characterized by 
low concentrations of As (5 ppm), Ba (290 ppm), and Sr (340 ppm) and 
high concentrations of Ca (0.9%) and Co (170 ppm). The Harmon Bed may 
be characterized by a moderate concentration of As (60 ppm), Ba (410 
ppm), Ca (0.7%), and Co (40 ppm) and low concentrations of Sr (410 ppm). 
3. Elemental concentration may indicate relative rate of basin 
subsidence. The higher the concentration the slower the rate of 
subsidence. A comparison of lignites from North Dakota (Williston 




Dakota lignites have a higher element content. Th 
erefore, the Williston 
Basin may have subsided at a slower rate than the Powder River Basin, 
4. The marine lower middle Cannonball Formation has a higher 
concentration of Cr, Ga, Ni, and V than the brackish oyster bed 
(Slope Formation) indicating that these four trace elements can be 
used as indicators of the salinity of the depositional environment. 
5. Cr, Ga, Ni, and V concentrations and K/Li ratios indicate 
that the Hagel Bed (Sentinel Butte Formation) may have been deposited 
in an environment of lower salinity than the oyster lignite (Slope 
Formation). The Harmon Bed (Bullion Creek Formation) may have been 
deposited in an environment similur in salinity to that of the oyster 










* indicates claystone, lignitic shale, or carbonaceous shale. 
- indicates elemental concentration was below detection limits of 
the ICAP. 
0 indicates a O value after the control value was subtracted. 
KRB Knife River Coal Company, Beulah Mine; collected from working 
face May 16, 1978. 
KRG Knife River Coal Company, Gascoyne Mine; collected from working 
face September 4, 1978. 
BNC Baukol-Noonan Coal Company, Center Mine; collected from working 
face May 14, 1978, 
HI Husky Industries, Dickinson Mine; collected from working face 
May 18, 1978. 
NAF North American Coal Company, Falkirk Mine; collected from working 
face April 24, 1979. 
CGH Consolidated Coal Company, Glenharold Mine; collected from working 
face April 25, 1979. 
CBF Slope Formation; collected from an outcrop at NW~ sec.15, SW~ 






Fort Lincoln Site, 





Shale parting 2. 
Lower Middle Cannonball Formation; collected 
NE~ NW'~ sec.13, T. 138 N., R. 81 w., August, 
Numbers indicate location and sample number! 
e.g. KRB 1-2 d Knife River, Beulah Mine, Location 1, sample 2. 
Numbers in parenthesis indicate relative position in the bed: 
e.g. (1) = Top of bed 
(2) = Middle of bed 
(3) = Bottom of bed. 
I 
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Table 5. Elemental Analyses of North Dakota Lignite. 
Sentinel Butte Formation 
Beulah-Zap Bed 
Sample No. Position in bed Elements in ppm 
Al As Ba Be Ca Cd Co Cr I ,. 
KRB 1-1 bottom (3) 3000 400 260 - 3870 90 I KRB 1-2 (2) 5100 0 490 - 6820 10 40 0 
KRB 1-3 top (1) 12390 200 1100 - 7100 90 70 
KRB 1-S (2) 6700 120 350 - 7200 - 160 
KRB 2-1 bottom (3) 2790 300 540 - 4250 40 
KRB 2-2 top (1) 11120 90 590 - 7710 0 
KRB 2-3 (2) 114640 so 830 - 7980 so 
KRB 2-S (2) 7000 90 1400 - 8460 30 
KRB 3-1 bottom (3) 4450 170 360 - 5760 10 
! KRB 3-2 (2) 3700 190 310 - 5020 0 
KRB 3-3 top (1) 7540 0 1030 - 9560 0 0 
KRB 3-S (2) 9870 0 700 - 5800 0 ; i KRB 4-1 (2) 7480 450 1380 - 14380 - 140 : 
KRB 4-2 bottom (3) 1690 0 310 300 0 
KRB 4-3 top (1) 6230 410 190 - 2790 20 - 530 
KRB 4-S (2) 630 0 200 0 5 20 0 
KRB 5-1 top (l) 7290 330 160 - 4330 70 
KRB 5-2 (2) 4020 60 1140 - 5360 0 
KRB 5-3 bottom (3) 3390 430 610 - 4550 - 110 
Le.high Bed 
HI 1-1 top (1) 13490 250 1610 - 5720 70 
HI 1-2 middle (2) 1680 0 840 190 0 40 
HI 2-1 middle (2) 2000 30 90 - 13320 10 
HI 2-2 top (1) 18900 90 250 - 4430 0 
HI 3-1 top (1) 14900 230 20 - 6120 60 - 150 
HI 3-2 middle (2) 3190 200 1600 - 2790 - 390 
HI 4-3 top (1) 5730 0 170 - 3120 10 40 0 
HI 5-1 middle (2) 1720 0 550 - 34720 - 150 0 
HI 5-2 top (1) 4510 0 30 - 17400 80 0 
HI 5-3 bottom (3) 9510 250 1030 - 5680 70 
Hagel Bed 
BNC TS* top (1) 78800 0 600 60 40 110 0 ! BNC 1-1 (2) 5380 0 240 - 4270 0 
BNC 1-2 (3) 940 0 20 - 1780 10 0 
BNC 1-3 (5) 3090 0 40 - 8040 40 
BNC !LS* (4) 87300 0 760 0 0 70 0 
BNC 2* (1) 56750 0 540 - 1370 30 - 450 
BNC 2-1 (2) 32090 0 270 - 3930 40 350 0 ~ BNC 2sp* (3) 37630 0 270 0 0 ; 
BNC 2-2 bottom (4) 870 - 130 - 3980 70 0 ' ,. BNC 3-1 top (1) 4680 0 150 - 7060 0 
~. BNC 3-2 (2) 1060 60 40 - 2890 0 2140 0 






.Sentinel Butte Formation 
Hagel Bed 
Sample No. Position in bed Elements in ppm 
Al As Ba Be Ca Cd Co Cr 
BNC 3-3 (4) 1590 0 50 - 1210 0 
BNC 3spb* (5) 36650 0 280 - 21440 30 20 280 
BNC 3-4 bottom (6) 2030 0 130 - 4950 0 
NAF 2-1 top (1) 5240 0 410 2 23290 0 180 170 
NAF 2-2 (2) 2480 - 430 - 19050 90 30 
NAF 2-3 bottom (3) 3410 20 70 5 17450 90 140 
CGH 1-1 top ( l) 2450 - 310 - 54410 70 20 
CGH 1-2 bottom (2) 1990 - 570 - 12150 - 140 70 
Bullion Creek Formation 
Harmon Bed l 
i 
KRG 1-1 top (1) 4070 40 2810 - 4910 130 - 200 \ 
KRG 1-2* (2) 48340 0 380 - 2410 30 0 
KRG 1-3 (3) 690 0 30 0 20 0 
KRG 1-4* (4) 19540 160 2040 10 190 270 
KRG 1-5 (5) 7840 150 300 - 33570 60 - 470 
KRG 1-6* (6) 14620 0 60 750 5 0 
KRG 1-7 bottom (7) 4900 0 30 - 5940 0 
KRG 2-1* top (1) 29230 0 180 0 20 130 0 I 
KRG 2-2 (2) 2890 120 80 - 2910 10 60 f 
KRG 2-3* (3) 33800 0 320 270 0 I 
KRG 2-4 (4) 15200 80 - 7830 0 60 0 r i 
KRG 2-5* (5) 7310 50 - 3240 10 40 0 f 
KRG 2-6 bottom (6) 3900 0 50 - 7700 20 0 ' KRG 3-1 top (1) 4820 410 60 - 10810 10 0 f 
KRG 3-2* (2) 10860 0 200 - 25000 10 80 0 r 
KRG 3-3 (3) 2900 30 - 10060 - 460 0 ! 
KRG 3-4* (4) 26330 0 130 - 6560 30 90 ' C ' KRG 3-5* (5) 7170 0 50 0 10 130 0 
KRG 3-6* (6) 19110 260 100 - 3220 0 
KRG 3-7 bottom (7) 10730 200 10 - 5490 20 - 110 
KRG 4-1 top (1) 1670 0 380 - 4470 0 
KRG 4-2 (2) 3060 0 - 20 5680 0 
KRG 4-3* (3) 35570 0 270 - 2970 0 
KRG 5-1 top (1) 4630 130 150 - 2930 0 ~ 
KRG 5-2 (2) 3760 0 20 - 11620 0 l 
KRG 5-3* (3) 41820 300 250 - 5010 80 - 190 
KRG 5-4 (4) 10890 200 80 - 22980 0 
KRG 5-5 (5) 14450 70 170 - 2770 30 - 250 











oyster lignite and oyster bed 
Sample no. Position in Bed Elements in ppm 
Al As Ba Be Ca Cd Co Cr 
CBF 1-1* bottom (6) 55550 - 440 - 90240 40 470 90 CBF 1-2 (5) 1550 10 10 - 50610 - 40 40 CBF 1-3 (4) 1060 10 10 - 1280 10 100 40 
CBF 1-4* (3) 36470 - 260 - 1270 - 370 120 
CBF 1-5* (2) 48900 - 420 - 81570 10 650 110 
CBF 1-6* top (1) 17350 - 170 - 19540 - 130 50 
Cannonball Formation 
Lower Middle Cannonball 
FLS 1-1* top (1) 
FLS 1-2* bottom (2) 
41680 - 430 - 44130 10 600 180 
58870 -1130 - 27580 - 450 90 
so 
Sentinel Butte Formation 
Beulah-Zap Bed 
Sample No, Elements in ppm 
Cu Fe Ga K Li Mg Mn Na Ni Si Sr 
KRB 1-1 - 2690 - 4320 140 2040 1750 380 
KRB 1-2 0 1700 0 0 3950 0 1590 20 0 390 
KRB 1-3 0 20100 - 540 0 7110 1470 3740 9700 870 
KRB 1-S 140 1970 - 110 0 6700 90 3740 4960 910 
KRB 2-1 0 1550 20 0 2350 100 1800 980 460 
KRB 2-2 0 1810 - 140 0 6170 40 2250 7250 660 
KRB 2-3 3050 6220 - 1320 0 7010 300 2060 - 26400 50 
KRB 2-S 50 1660 - 160 0 6430 40 2640 6960 1170 
KRB 3-1 0 1930 40 0 5340 110 1600 3920 640 
KRB 3-2 100 1270 20 0 4500 60 2920 2600 730 
KRB 3-3 90 2030 - 120 10 5250 70 3750 - 15780 980 
KRB 3-S 20 2070 - 190 10 4710 so 7630 - 18190 880 
KRB 4-1 0 2240 - 190 10 5970 200 7600 3370 1170 
KRB 4-2 70 17670 - 100 0 1410 0 5640 2240 310 
KRB 4-3 0 77180 - 160 5 2530 130 7240 2010 620 
KRB 4-S 0 0 0 0 750 0 3650 30 1610 230 
KRB 5-1 0 3750 - 110 10 2960 60 9480 3760 650 
KRB 5-2 0 1250 50 0 4230 80 8170 2200 900 
KRB 5-3 0 15750 40 0 3140 60 7410 1620 600 
Lehigh Bed 
HI 1-1 0 2080 - 500 20 6840 150 4870 - 16980 880 
HI 1-2 0 440 - 140 0 3130 60 2810 240 5810 
HI 2-1 0 120 0 0 2870 40 3690 1910 460 
HI 2-2 0 930 - 200 5 5270 30 3900 - 19500 710 
HI 3-1 0 4660 - 590 5 7670 150 4970 - 16760 1040 
HI 3-2 0 460 - 160 0 3160 120 4320 2390 560 
HI 4-1 0 1680 - 360 0 2650 40 3550 - 16890 390 
HI 5-1 0 11720 0 3700 0 2820 - 82700 420 
HI 5-2 0 3830 - 100 0 3560 0 3000 5 8850 450 
HI 5-3 0 1130 - 200 0 6150 160 7140 3410 960 
Hagel Bed 
BNC TS* O 24890 -14410 20 11370 80 7450 - 7200000 200 
BNC 1-1 O 48420 - 560 0 3690 0 3780 0 1520 510 
BNC 1-2 0 730 0 2280 0 5220 0 420 
BNC 1-3 5 1800 0 0 3660 60 3910 6960 560 
BNC 1,-LS* 0 25090 -20660 30 11720 100 5340 - 7200000 180 
BNC 2* 0 28910 -11850 10 12980 180 5510 -7200000 200 
BNC 2-1 O 73560 - 5970 10 5140 30 4860 - 7200000 310 
BNC 2sp* 10 8840 -15130 10 1910 0 3770 0>200000 60 
BNC 2-2 0 160 - 5240 60 2230 0 3500 40 3340 5 
BNC 3-1 0 3690 80 0 5910 0 4500 0 810 
BNC 3-2 O 74030 - 2150 20 1630 0 2400 180 1620 310 
~ 
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Sentinel Butte Formation 
Ha.gel Bed 
Sample No. Elements in ppm 
Cu Fe Ga K Li Mg Mn Na Ni Si Sr 
BNC 3sp* 0 8120 - 14060 10 5600 0 2920 -,200000 20 
BNC 3-3 0 1570 0 0 3140 0 4070 0 470 
BNC 3spb* so 5880 - 13020 10 3700 0 3130 201200000 170 
BNC 3-4 0 1390 0 0 3140 0 4600 - 540 
NAF 2-1 20 3830 - 1000 10 4870 70 400 30 13620 470 
NAF 2-2 10 2080 630 10 3660 80 300 10 6120 400 
NAF 2-3 50 3260 810 10 2910 70 320 40 6200 300 
CGH 1-1 30 2060 140 10 3700 30 5510 7480 400 
CGH 1-2 30 2450 700 80 2890 40 5320 8370 410 
Bullion Creek Formation 
Harmon Bed 
KRG 1-1 0 2410 200 0 5090 2060 1720 2850 510 
KRG 1-2* 0 12220 - 14210 20 8090 20 1360 - >200000 160 
KRG 1-3 0 0 0 1730 0 1610 3920 310 
KRG 1-4* 0 3230 190 15190 110 3000 0 1430 370 7 200000 180 
KRG 1-5 5 2830 230 10 7480 590 3490 - 39210 940 
KRG 1-6* 0 0 40 0 30 1740 0 1460 - 1200000 210 
KRG 1-7 0 0 0 0 5650 50 4470 400 550 
KRG 2-1* 0 9430 10 15000 20 4840 0 560 - 187070 30 
KRG 2-2 0 1670 0 0 4320 60 2220 2970 560 
KRG 2-3* 0 4720 - 10290 10 5190 0 1070 -,200000 200 
KRG 2-4 0 80 80 7100 80 4520 0 2450 10 70270 390 
KRG 2-5* 0 0 410 3540 70 1720 0 1260 40 7 200000 220 
KRG 2-6 0 0 0 0 4330 0 1930 2330 400 
KRG 3-1 0 1030 400 0 5360 180 3710 7400 590 
KRG 3-2* 0 6210 - 11080 20 2600 0 5500 - 138160 160 
KRG 3-3 0 12330 10 7360 90 4750 10 2600 100 280 400 
KRG 3-4* 20 2080 - 3500 20 9860 220 2830 - 73610 910 
KRG 3-5* 0 2150 240 15910 70 110 0 930 - 7 200000 10 
KRG 3-6* 0 1090 380 30 2910 200 1720 -•200000 360 
KRG 3-7 0 900 260 10 620 250 4290 5010 670 
KRG 4-1 0 0 llO 0 7130 180 2280 4420 600 
KRG 4-2 0 30810 0 0 5270 50 2370 0 490 
KRG 4-3* 0 4180 - 9480 20 5580 20 1430 -•200000 340 
KRG 5-1 0 0 50 0 6460 110 2240 - 15640 590 
KRG 5-2 0 20370 60 0 13790 120 2230 0 650 
KRG 5-3* 0 8900 - 18680 30 6530 900 2310 ->200000 90 
KRG 5-4 0 90 120 10 6990 80 2350 - 36850 650 
KRG 5-5* 0 2940 570 20 3950 90 1290 - 184030 300 
KRG 5-6 0 20 0 0 4100 20 3300 6940 450 
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Slope Formation 
oyst:er lignite and oyst:er bed 
Sample No, Elements in ppm 
Cu Fe Ga K Li Mg Mn Na Ni Si Sr 
CBF 1-1* 40 19880 250 13050 40 11210 190 4350 20 187300 120 
CBF 1-2 20 1100 460 10 3040 50 2010 3090 820 
CBF 1-3 20 3820 470 10 1640 40 1370 10 4220 10 
CBF 1-4* 40 17160 290 9630 20 5700 80 4870 10 193100 40 
CBF 1-5* 40 30090 230 9690 30 11420 280 4930 70 174700 280 
CBF 1-6* 80 5640 190 7070 30 1900 20 3480 190 115300 70 
Cannonball Format:ion 
Lower Middle Cannonball 
FLS 1-1* 40 26960 210 9330 40 10580 190 3450 90 123200 250 






Sentinel Butte Formation 
Beulah-Zap Bed 
Sample No. Elements in ppm 
Te u V Zn p % water % ash 
KRB 1-1 0 31.7 16. 7 
KRB 1-2 0 110 28.6 
KRB 1-3 - 950 1040 29.1 9,7 
KRB 1-S 35.3 9,2 
KRB 2-1 - 270 28.5 6.0 
KRB 2-2 - 100 31.1 15.6 
KRB 2-3 20 31.2 8.5 
KRB 2-S - 150 40 33.3 7.0 
KRB 3-1 - 160 30.5 5.8 
KRB 3-2 20 22.7 
KRB 3-3 32.2 9.2 
KRB 3-S 10 20.3 13. 2 
KRB 4-1 26.4 8.1 
KRB 4-2 - 540 190 20,9 12.3 
KRB 4-3 - 290 31.0 
KRB 4-S 90 26.5 
KRB 5-1 27.7 11.6 
KRB 5-2 30 140 25.6 13. 2 
KRB 5-3 - 190 23.7 10.5 
Lehigh Bed 
HI 1-1 0 330 39.1 10.2 
HI 1-2 0 260 . 41.6 16.6 
HI 2-1 0 600 43.3 6.1 
HI 2-2 0 110 39,9 19.2 
HI 3-1 - 510 650 38.7 10.4 
HI 3-2 - 440 44.1 12.4 
HI 4-1 - 160 43.0 
HI 5-1 - 150 16.8 15.8 
HI 5-2 50 - 110 38.3 8.4 
HI 5-3 - 240 46.2 15.5 
Hagel Bed 
BNC TS* - 130 210 8.5 
BNC 1-1 10 180 11.1 
BNC 1-2 6.4 35.3 
BNC 1-3 0 40 9.3 9.5 
BNC lLS* 60 130 22.4 
BNC 2* - 220 70 7.1 
BNC 2-1 20 190 22,8 
BNC 2sp* 0 0 10.5 
BNC 2-2 0 210 9,8 33.8 
BNC 3-1 10 0 
BNC 3-2 0 730 25.9 
BNC 3sp* 50 90 
'IJlf 
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Sentinel Butte Formation 
Hagel Bed 
Sample No. Elements in ppm 
Te u V Zn p % water % ash 
BNC 3-3 0 180 
BNC 3spb* - 90 70 19.2 
BNC 3-4 0 
NAF 2-1 5 20 40 5260 
NAF 2-2 5 210 3280 
NAF 2-3 10 70 5900 
CGH 1-1 150 5280 
CGH 1-2 40 50 4640 
Bullion Creek Formation 
Harmon Bed 
KRG 1-1 - 280 25.1 7.4 
KRG 1-2* 20 30 18.2 
KRG 1-3 180 41.8 8.8 
KRG 1-4* 30 160 11.3 
KRG 1-5 290 27.7 12.6 
KRG 1-6* 0 14.6 
KRG 1-7 0 43.6 
KRG 2-1* 70 170 15.5 
KRG 2-2 10 250 18.2 
KRG 2-3* - 340 800 5.3 
KRG 2-4 0 20 33.9 30.8 
KRG 2-5* 120 0 330 17.9 
KRG 2-6 280 61.5 
KRG 3-1 890 54.4 
KRG 3-2* 70 110 53.8 
KRG 3-3 20 35.4 
KRG 3-4* 42.5 
KRG 3-5* 60 210 22.5 
KRG 3-6* - 320 32.0 
KRG 3-7 120 14.6 
KRG 4-1 80 38.6 12.8 
KRG 4-2 140 36.7 
KRG 4-3* 20 40 
KRG 5-1 - 110 70 63.5 8.9 
KRG 5-2 20 llO 26.2 8.3 
KRG 5-3* - 700 14.4 
KRG 5-4 0 39.2 17.9 
KRG 5-5* - 190 
KRG 5-6 20 43.0 
ss 
Slope Formation 
oyster lignite and oyster bed 
Sample No. Elements in ppm 
Te u V Zn P % water 
CBF 1-1* 20 90 250 130 
CBF 1-2 10 20 4960 
CBF 1-3 10 70 3820 
CBF 1-4* 380 70 150 230 
CBF 1-5* 100 600 
CBF 1-6* 110 30 1560 1060 
Cannonball Formation 
Lower Middle Cannonball 
FLS 1-1* 
FLS 1-2* 
- 110 190 
so 100 240 
% ash 
Appendix 2, Chemical analysis of North 
Dakota groundwater: 
after Groenewold and others 
1979. 
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Table 6. Chemical Analyses of North Dakota Groundwater. 
Location 146-82-21* 146-82-29* 146-82-21' 146-82-29' 
CCC DAA CCC DAA 
Concentration in mg/L 
Ca 66 69.6 42.6 36.2 
Mg 38 39.9 18.3 20.4 
Na 39 9.5 17.4 66.2 
K 5.9 4.7 3.6 5.9 
1lC03 417 418.5 310 388 
Cl 12.5 1.2 19.1 1.0 
S04 159 45.1 21. 7 20.6 
Concentration in g/L 
Fe 67 266 16.0 4400 
Mn 659 512 303 113 
N03 0.1 1.2 6.1 0.1 
F 0.29 0.2 0.2 0.14 
Cu 4 9.1 9.8 3.8 
Cd 0.32 1.1 0.65 1.2 
Pb 2,1 11.2 4.6 2.8 
* Indicates water s·ample was taken from the Kinneman Creek Interval. 
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